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Asymmetrical 
swimsuit with 

shoulder closure, 
princess lines and 

peplum “tutu”

Suit Design #1



Scoop neck 
swimsuit with Center 

Front closure and 
peplum “tutu”

Suit Design #2



Asymmetrical 
swimsuit with 

shoulder closure 
and color blocking 

style lines

Suit Design #3



Circle skirt with yoke waistband 
(stretch)

-closure on waistband and at 
style line, from waistband to hem

Shorts with color blocking and 
stretch waistband

-closure all the way down left-side 
style line, from waistband to hem

Shorts with peplum and stretch 
waistband

-closure all the way down style 
line, from waistband to hem



Overlarge t-shirt style cover-up 
with raglan sleeves and color 
blocking

-wide, rounded neckline offers 
ease of dressing

Overlarge t-shirt style cover-up 
with raglan sleeves and patch 
pocket

-wide, rounded neckline offers 
ease of dressing

Tent style cover-up dress with 
ruffle

-Elastic band at top, and closures 
at front on straps



Functional Aspects of Collection

� Necklines: The asymmetrical neckline and the wider rounded neckline both offer easy on-and-off. The 
asymmetrical neckline opens/closes at the shoulder and is easy to simply grab, pull open, and then 
take the suit off down the legs. The wider rounded neckline is easy to simply pull on/off, but also has 
closure at center front for greater ease of dressing/undressing.

� Princess/ Style lines: offer better contouring to flatter the body and offer better support, as well as 
aesthetic interest. Under-bust band on Suit #2 also offers support.

� Cover-up Bottoms: length offers modesty when seated. Elastic/stretch waist offers comfort and 
dressing ease. The side front closures are easy to access and use, creating greater ease when 
dressing/undressing. Style lines, color blocking, and yoke designs provide aesthetic interest.

� Cover-up Tops: the overlarge t-shirt styles tops with the wide rounded neckline are easy to pull on-off 
over the head and provide comfort.

� Cover-up Dress: flare of tent style dress offer comfort and ease of dressing/undressing, as well as
Velcro closures at the front of the straps and the elastic at the top of the ruffle.


